
HOW TO EFFECTIVELY WAX A SNOWBOARD

How often should I wax my snowboard? that any old wax and dirt is removed from the base so that the fresh wax can be
absorbed properly.

Long, continuous strokes are key for a smooth base. Get scraping Once the wax has cooled, hold your plastic
scraper at a 45 degree angle and carefully work from nose to tail, scraping off any excess wax. Just try to keep
moving as much as possible. When your bindings are tightened into your board, the screws can suck minor
divots into the base. Using the base cleaner, scrub the base with your scourer, paying extra attention to any
grimey areas. Remember, whether it is snowboarding or any other form of extreme sports, your gear must be
in good shape to ensure your safety, which is above all else. Iron the base Next, place the iron on the base of
the board and move it around in a circular motion. Step 9 â€” finish your board This is where a bit of pride
comes into your work. Before applying the wax, make four small lines at one end of the board and then use the
heat gun to blow hot air all over the base of the board. Heat guns can be purchased from any hardware shop.
Take a piece of dry cotton cloth and then use it to remove all the dirt and grime from the base of the board in
long, smooth wiping strokes. Remember that you have dripped the wax in a manner that every two inches has
a drop of wax on it. Generally you want to scrape from the nose to the tail so the scraping lines go the same
way that your board rides. This is here to allow you to remove any excess wax from the edges of your board.
The first thing you need to do is to place your snowboard on a heighted workbench. Your heat gun must be set
at its highest temperature. STEP 4: Buffing The final step is to take a softer structuring brush and buff out the
base so it looks smooth and professional. Take your brush and give it 4 or 5 hard strokes in each area to
remove any excess wax and dirt. Let us see what you need to do after that. We generally suggest waiting
minutes. This will give you the perfect amount of wax. While colder temperatures have the very hard kind of
snow, places with relatively higher temperature conditions tend to have a rather soft and slushy kind of snow
texture. Now, set the temperature of a normal clothes iron exactly between the cotton and the wool tabs. Hold
it width-ways at roughly 45 degrees to the board, so that there is a sharp edge in contact, and begin scraping
off the excess wax. You need to test such irons beforehand by placing it to heat at its lowest temperature, then
pressing the wax blob near its base. You may find stubborn areas at the nose and tail are best tackled using the
more rigid end of the scraper. Also, such irons have a very thick base which facilitates the uniform distribution
of heat.


